
 

 

WATERBEACH PARISH COUNCIL 

 

COUNCIL MEETING 6 JUNE 2017 

 

Item 17/30 Purchase of a projector  

 

Note by the Clerk 

 

 At the November Council meeting a budget of up to £750 was agreed to purchase a projector 

and screen for use in meetings, presentations, workshops etc. This note updates on progress 

and asks for agreement on the preferred way forward.  

 
With the change of Clerk this has taken longer than expected to organise.  Of two specialist 

companies initially approached, only one submitted a quotation. The spec was high-end and envisaged 

a celling mounted projector able to accept a laptop signal that would work with current laptops and 

older ones too.  An electric projection screen and speaker elements were also envisaged along with 

associated cabling requirements. In the event the quote came in at just under £3,500. 

In view of the discrepancy between allocated budget and quote I have consulted two local retailers to 

provide an estimate of cost as well as looking at what ESPO can offer.  

Looking at the projector alone, the Council needs a good quality projector capable of showing in 

detail maps to enable it to be used on planning applications. This demands a projector capable of 

higher resolution requirements as the greater the resolution, the greater the picture quality. Projectors 

are usually of the following options 

XGA = 1024 x 768 pixels 

WXGA = 1280 x 800 pixels 

fullHD = 1920 x 1080. 

 

The specialist quote received is of a higher spec still that is emerging onto the market now called 

WUXGA with a  1920x1200 pixels resolution. None of alternative explored provide this so the 

alternatives are all of HD resolution and indicative costs of HD models are: 

HD Projector provider Cost 

Specialist provider (ultra 

high spec) 

£1,126 

Retailer A £575 

Retailer B £500 

ESPOO £558 

 

A pull down screen could be an additional £120-£150 and I would recommend that an extended 

warranty is also purchased.  

I am unsighted regarding the original discussions and intentions about what the allocated funding was 

expected to provide and would be grateful for Council’s assurance that an HD projector plus a pull 

down screen will meet the needs envisaged.    


